Water Features
Waterwise Solutions is an established
company specialising in the design, supply
and installation of water features.
The range of water features available is only
limited to the client’s imagination. Formal
lakes, informal pools, water cascades, floating
fountains, rotating fountains, dancing fountains,
complete displays with light and sound
controlled by computer; the range is vast.
All features and sites are individual, which is
why each design is a bespoke one.
Waterwise Solutions will design, supply and
install the water feature to suit you.

Waterwise Solutions supply and install Oase
products. Made in Germany Oase equipment is,
in our view, the best available. All products are
of the highest quality and the range of pumps,
nozzles and control systems is superb.

Floating Fountains
Floating fountains are ideal for existing bodies
of water and within a day, a dramatic water
feature can be yours.
These fountains are available with lights to
create amazing effects at night and Waterwise
Solutions can supply a special range to operate
in shallow water.
As well as superb visual effects certain
fountains can be used to aerate and mix the
water thus helping to improve water quality.
We provide a full consultation on water quality
improvement.

Jumping Jets
A popular water feature in parks and attractions,
these provide a jet of water that jumps from
one section to another
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Water Features
Formal Fountains
The range of formal fountains is vast. Any
effect can be designed from a simple jet to a
multiple cascade of fountains with varying
heights and colours.
The main components of a fountain are the
pump, nozzle, the water basin (or tank etc)
lights, delivery pipework and associated vales
and fittings.
With formal fountains the control is also vital.
We design unique control systems, from
fountains operated on a simple timer basis to
variable fountain heights which rise and fall
depending on wind speed.

Water Quality
Waterwise Solutions ensure that within the
design of any system, the quality of the water
will not be compromised. It is normal practice
for a UV (Ultra Violet) light filter to be
installed, together with a debris filter.
We also install dosing systems which inject
special water treatment as required.
For larger bodies of water, aeration is critical
and we can install both floating and fixed
aeration systems, to help increase the level of
oxygen within the water. This helps improve
aerobic digestion which is natures way of
keeping water clean.
Waterwise Solutions can even help with
advice on reed and gravel bed filters and other
debris screens.
Details in this information sheet show only a very small part of the range of water features available.
If you would like further information, design or quotation, please contact the number below or
email sales@waterwisesolutions.co.uk
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